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Who is Kathy Jones?
► Early beginnings in fieldwork, geography and 

science;

► B. Environmental Science, MQ 2002;

► Environmental Consultant – Contaminated Land, 
DP (2003-2010);

► B. Education (Secondary) Geography and Science 
(Bio, EES), 2020;

► Auseco, school fieldwork, 2017-;

► Kuringgai Council, Wildflower Garden Ranger, 
Env. Education, 2020-;

► Geography Teacher, (Fridays) Hills Grammar 
School, 2022-;

► Fieldwork Connections Pty Ltd, 2020 onwards and 
upwards!



What is MY 
Geography?

► Understanding natural 
world processes so we 
can then understand 
human impacts and  
management.



This is what I bring…

Geography Science

Industry Syllabus

Fieldwork



What is 
Fieldwork?

► Fieldwork is one of the most powerful 
learning invitations in the toolkit of 
Geographical Education…a signature 
pedagogy of Geography (France et al. 
2018).

► Used to integrate theoretical and 
practical concepts...a bridge between 
classroom learning and the real-world 
(Fuller et al., 2006).

► Active inquiry and learning by doing.

► “The geography fieldtrip should not, 
however, be confused with picnics or 
outings.” (Lewis 1968)



Why do 
Fieldwork?

► Because we have to…
► It’s in the Geography Syllabus

► Because we want to…
► Get outside the classroom
► New learning experiences and 

student learning preferences
► Deeper understanding of local case 

studies and respect for 
environment

► Skills for future careers, data 
collection, research

► It’s fun!!



Fieldwork in 
Schools (NSW)

► Where does Fieldwork fit in the NSW 
Geography K-10 Syllabus?

► - Geographical Tools (p26) and 
Geographical Tools Continuum (p29):  
Fieldwork is an integral and MANDATORY 
part of the study of Geography as it 
facilitates an understanding of 
geographical processes and geographical 
inquiry.

► - Fieldwork involves observing, 
measuring, collecting and recording 
information OUTSIDE the classroom.

► See list of Tools St4&5 p29.
► Fieldwork also fits into Geographical 

Inquiry and Skills in the Australian 
Curriculum.



Where to 
begin? – 

Get outside!

The ‘Why’ and 
the ‘Meaning’

What do we want to investigate?

How can we do this simply?

What meaning will the students 
take away from this?



What makes a geography lesson 
geographical? (Caldis, 2019)



How do we make fieldwork 
Geographical?



Content and Syllabus
Geographical Concepts
Geographical Language

► Alignment: Content and Syllabus 
outcomes

     - Stage and Topic

- is it addressing a specific 
content description or outcome?

► Concepts -7

► Geographical language



Inquiry Question
and Inquiry Process 
► Keep it simple and achievable

► What have you observed?

► Include a cause, effect and location

E.g. What are the impacts of the 
surrounding urban area on our school 
creek?

► Acquire information from secondary 
sources such as internet searches, 
photos etc. and primary information 
from field data collection.

► Process information from above, 
what does it mean?

► Communicate information in graphs, 
maps, presentations, reports.



Tools and Skills

► What do students need to know 
before fieldwork?

► As a teacher do you know these 
skills?

► What tools will be used? 

e.g. soil depth spike

► What skills are needed to use the 
tool?

e.g. how do we use the soil 
depth spike and record the data?



Accessible

► Do we have equipment we need to 
investigate?

► Can all of the class get to the 
location?

► How long will it take?

► Is it safe?

► Risks and hazards? School risk 
assessment.

► Do all teachers understand the 
investigation?



Relevant

► ‘Why are we doing this Miss?’

► Meaning to students

► Local area – ‘Place’

► Links to industry – skills

► Future careers



Breaking it down…
Identify the components of 
Geographical Fieldwork in this 
investigation.



Build your own…
Use the planning tool to 
plan your own 
Geographical Fieldwork.



Time for 
Fieldwork!



Bucket of 
soil 
challenge…
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Bucket of soil challenge

► pH soil, compare to pH water (creek, runoff or stormwater);

► Soil moisture, several buckets of locations;

► Ribbon test, soil texture (borehole log or water holding capacity);

► Soil profile, borehole log (layer the soil when you put it in bucket);

► If lots of organic mater and leaves, survey the invertebrates trophic int.

► Simple field instruments will be demonstrated at the workshop or email me 
for further information Kathy@fieldworkconnections.com.au 

mailto:Kathy@fieldworkconnections.com.au

